
Life sounds brilliant.

Hear the colors 
of sound.
Motion hearing instruments. 
The natural ease of hearing redefined.

signia.to/motion

Hearing 
Systems



Sleek, easily controlled, e� ortless.

With a model to suit almost every hearing 
requirement, Motion™ fi ts comfortably and 
discreetly behind your ear. Easy to adjust and 
control, they are packed with functionality that 
lets you hear with ease all day long. Whatever the 
situation, you can simply relax and enjoy it.

The Motion 
family.

easyTek

Motion SX

Motion S

Motion SA

Motion P
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Motion at a glance:

The Motion family:
Easy to use, comfortably discreet.

Robust enough to withstand the rigors of daily 
life, Motion is IP67-rated to resist moisture, 
dust and dirt. A choice of earhook or ThinTube 
ensures maximum hearing and wearing comfort.

Motion SX
Actual size in cm

Motion SX
Rocker switch

For listening program 
or volume adjustments.

Directional 
microphones

Improve speech 
understanding in noise 

by focusing on the 
person in front of you.

Charging contacts
For recharging Motion SX 
and to avoid handling 
batteries.

Motion's range of colors are designed to 
match a variety of hair and skin tones.

Beige Granite* Grey Silver

Sandy
Brown*

Dark
Granite

Golden
Blonde*

Dark
Champagne*

Candy
Pink*

Galactic
Blue*

Elegance* Spirit*

Deep
Red

Brown Black Pearl 
White*

* Additional colors for some models.



The ideal answer to noisy environments.

The optional integrated audio 
shoe on Motion SA or P models 
provides direct audio input 
streamed from FM systems. This 
is especially helpful in noisy 
environments such as classrooms.

Music fi delity you’ll really appreciate.

Motion’s HD Music program delivers outstanding 
sound quality specially created to let you fully 
enjoy music. Whether you’re enjoying your 
favorite music at a concert, listening at home 
on your own HiFi system, or even on stage 
performing music yourself, HD Music o� ers an 
optimized and superb listening experience.

Extra touches, more convenience.

A call for celebration.

With Motion, phone calls are a snap. As soon 
as the phone is held to your ear, its TwinPhone 
feature transmits the caller’s voice to both ears 
for better understanding. Or connect Motion to 
your Bluetooth-enabled phone via easyTek™ for 
hands-free calling and music streaming.

Scoops of pleasure.

Outside the ice cream parlor, everyone is enjoying 
the breeze and watching the tra�  c go by. With the 
sound of chatter all around, Motion rises to the 
challenge. Its automatic SpeechMaster function 
singles out the speech while simultaneously 
engaging noise reduction and eWindScreen™ 
binaural to reduce wind noise and suppress the 
sound of the cars so that you clearly hear every 
word.

A joyful celebration.

At a lively gala party, your discussion is one in a 
crowd of conversations but Motion manages it 
superbly. As the party moves into a large ballroom, 
the chatter bounces around left, right and center. 
As it echoes o�  the walls, Motion’s EchoShield 
program softens the refl ected sound so you can 
concentrate on enjoying the party.

Celebrations with the family. 
And Motion.

Breakfast excitement.

Your niece and nephew are visiting. Around the 
breakfast table, they’re chatting excitedly about 
the day’s plans. Voices are bouncing around the 
table and the sounds of forks and spoons are 
clinking away distractingly in the background. 
Motion brings outstanding performance to the 
table to make sure you don’t miss a thing.
Its advanced automatic SpeechMaster function 
singles out the speech while simultaneously 
engaging SoundSmoothing™ to reduce the 
clattering of cutlery.

Thanks to Motion, you easily hear what matters. 
In fact, it makes hearing so e� ortless that all you 
have to think about is whether to have yoghurt or 
muesli. Or both. 

Complete discretion
in the palm of your hands.

E� ortless hearing made convenient 
and discreet. The touchControl 
App™* puts complete control of 
Motion at your fi ngertips. Change 
hearing programs and adjust the 
volume, bass and treble to suit your 
needs. All you need is a smartphone.

Smart handling all round.

For complete convenience and ease of handling, 
a wide variety of accessories such as remote 
controls, makes life with Motion simpler than 
ever before. Your Hearing Care Professional will 
be glad to help you fi nd out which accessory is 
ideal for you.

Enjoy life’s true sound.

Whether it’s an open-plan o�  ce, a crowded store 
or a busy restaurant, wherever there’s a high level 
of ambient noise, holding a conversation requires 
concentration and e� ort. Straining to hear voices 
in these situations is tiring – a fact that even 
people with normal hearing are familiar with. 

Motion helps relieve this. Its advanced 
SpeechMaster function continuously monitors 
what you are listening to and singles out the 
dominant speaker to reduce unwanted voices 
and background noise. You hear what you want 
but not the rest. As a result, hearing becomes 
e� ortless and less tiring than normal hearing. 
All day long. In every situation.

easyTek easyTek 
App

*  Compatible with Android and iOS.
The app is free of charge.

easyPocket

miniPocket

TV Transmitter

VoiceLink eCharger

touchControl 
App



The information in this document contains general 
descriptions of the technical options available, which do not 
always have to be present in individual cases and are subject to  
change without prior notice.   

The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the  
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Signia GmbH 
is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those  
of their respective owners. 

Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.  
Apple App Store is a trademark of Apple Inc.

Legal Manufacturer
Signia GmbH
Henri-Dunant-Strasse 100
91058 Erlangen
Germany
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Find us on:
signia-hearing.com

facebook.com/signiahearing

youtube.com/signiahearing


